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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Based on the criteria of a group of experts, this study aims to select a set of functional performance tests which can be applied to
evaluate the functional status of a football player in the recovery process and make a decision in relation to their return to practice.
Materials and methods: A total of 16 experts were selected by the coordinator group to judge an initial list of functional performance tests
and, thus, reach a consensus about the tests which are best suited to the needs of the injured player. Each of the experts had to evaluate each
one of the tests in a scale from 1 to 5 in relation to their suitability. Delphi method was used to reach consensus in the expert group.
Results: From the initial list of 25, the tests which obtained the best evaluation were: Counter movement jump (4.3±0.9), Single hop test
(4.1±0.8), Triple hop test (4.1±0.9), Crossover hop test (4.1±0.7), Yo-Yo intermittent recovery (4.2±0.6), Barrow test (4.1±0.6), Shuttle run
8¥5 m (4.1±0.8). Star excursion balance test (4±0.7) and Y balance test (4.1±0.7).
Conclusion: In the opinion of the experts selected here, these tests are the ones which best respond to the needs involved in a complex
decision such as RTP.
Keywords: Expert; injury; recovery; return to play; testing.

In recent years, the evaluation methods of injured
athletes to return to play (RTP) have been questioned.[1,2]
Downplaying the importance of this decision for the
functional evaluation previously indicated by Cook et
al,[3] appears to be one of the reasons.
The difference between a functional performance
test (FPT) and a clinical test consists in the overall
movement approach which the first test performs.[4]
A clinical test involves a single part of the body and
does not inform about the ability to perform in a
sports task.[5] Measuring variables such as flexibility,
strength, endurance, coordination and balance in
an isolated way and without integrating them in a
movement may cause us to believe that the tissue
is cured when functionally this is not the case.[6] In
turn, it is necessary to highlight the psychological
importance which these types of FPTs provide.

If an athlete verifies his capacity to perform in
environments and movements similar to his sports
modality, his confidence will also increase.[7]
The major importance placed on the FPT by
the Heads of Sports Clubs is high,[8] and the same
tests have already been used to predict the injury
of the lower limb[9] or to determine the RTP of an
athlete.[10] However, the identification issue of the most
appropriate tests still remains unresolved.[11]
To evaluate the correct functionality of the lower
limbs (which are priorities in football players), a series
of necessary components have been identified which
every functional evaluation must include: balance,
strength, endurance, coordination, agility, control in
different planes, lift-off and landing in hops, knee and
hip alignment, acceleration, deceleration, braking and
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change of direction.[8] In the absence of a sophisticated
laboratory and instruments to carry out the kinematic
and kinetic analysis, there is currently no measurement
instrument other than the FPT to carry out the
functional evaluation of the lower limbs.[12]
The authors including Austin,[5] Molano[13]
and Reiman and Manske[14] indicate that the most
frequently used tests with the best psychometric
properties are: strength (hop tests and their
variations), endurance (Cooper test, Course navette,
Probst test and the Yo-Yo intermittent endurance
test), speed (Shuttle run test), agility (Illinois test, the
T test and the Barrow test), and stability and posture
control (Star excursion balance test, the Y balance
test and Four square test).
In the present study, we aimed to select, thanks
to the collaboration of a group of experts in RTP
evaluation, a set of FPTs which can be applied in
a simple, quick and efficient way to evaluate the
functional status of a football player who is in the last
phase of his rehabilitation process after an injury.
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Board). The study was conducted in accordance with
the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Battery of proposed tests
Table 1 shows the proposed list of 25 FPTs grouped
by the predominant physical capacity.[15-33] Each of the
experts had to evaluate each one of the tests in a scale
from 1 to 5 in relation to their suitability for injured
football players in the last recovery phase. A 5 point
score would correspond to “Very good suitability” and
a 1 point score to “Very poor suitability”. Each expert
would also have the option to evaluate each specific
and general proposal in an open and qualitative way.
Several considerations which the coordinator group
indicated as important to be analyzed by the experts
were:
•

The test should represent the relevant functional
parameters to play football.

Table 1. Initial porpoise of functional performance test
Functional performance test

Materials AND METHODS

Strength

Single hop test[15]

A group of 20 experts was selected in an intentional
way based on their knowledge of the field and their
professional experience as a fitness coach or injury
rehab fitness coach in professional football (Spanish 1st
and 2nd Divisions).

Triple hop test[15]

Due to their availability, of 20 initially selected
experts, 16 were finally included in the study. Thus, the
group of experts was comprised by 16 subjects (males)
with a mean professional experience of 11.1±6.8 years.
Seven experts (43.75%) performed their jobs as fitness
coach and nine (56.25%) as rehab fitness coach. They
all do their jobs in the Spanish first and second
Division Football teams.

CMJ[18]

A coordinator group, comprised by the authors
of this study, was in charge of contacting, reporting
and synthesizing the information which the experts
provided. The interaction with the group of experts was
by means of e-mail respecting the anonymous nature
of the issued opinions. According to the Declaration
of Helsinki for medical research involving human
subjects, all the experts were previously informed
of the study's objectives and the methodology to be
used.
All procedures developed in this study was
approved and consented by the Ethics Committee of
the University of Castilla-La Mancha (Institutional

Crossover hop test[15]
Leap test[15]
RM test[16]
Hexagon test[17]
Endurance

Cooper’s test[19]
15´ test[20]
Course navette[21]
Probst test[22]
Yo-Yo endurance test[23]
Yo-Yo intermittent recovery[23]
Sprints multiple test[23]
Rockport walk test[24]

Speed/agility

Shuttle run 10 m[25]
Shuttle run 8¥5 m[26]
Illinois test[27]
Barrow test (Zig-zag run test)[28]
T test[29]

Postural control

Single leg balance test[30]
Romberg test
Star excursion balance test[31]
Y balance test[32]
Four square test[33]
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•

•
•

•
•

The test should be suitable for the athlete's
status in the last week of his rehabilitation prior
to the return with the team.
The test should be quick to apply and score.
The test should require little space and material
so that it can be performed in different
scenarios.
The test should be safe.
The test should be well accepted by the athlete
as well as motivational.

Procedures
The validation of the tests by the group of experts
was carried out by means of the “Modified Delphi”
technique[34] with the following steps: definition of the
problem, training of the experts group, design of the
battery tests for the evaluation, delivery of the material

to the experts, quantitative analysis evaluations, initial
proposed modification, delivery of second battery tests,
second evaluations analysis, report preparation with
data analysis and final information of the obtained
results to the experts group.
Statistical analysis
To determine the competency coefficient (K)
for each one, the experts applied the questionnaire
proposed by the State Committee for Science and
Technology of the USSR (1971) where they indicated
the perceived self-knowledge on the subject in question.
This coefficient is obtained by applying the following
formula, K=1/2 (Kc + Ka), where Kc is the coefficient
of knowledge that the expert has about the subject
or problem raised (0-10) multiplied by 0.1 and Ka is
the coefficient of argumentation (0-1). If K ≥0.8 the
competence level of the expert is high, if K ≥0.5 and

Table 2. Descriptive analysis with expert group answers
Functional performance test
Strength

Endurance

Speed/agility

Postural control

Mean assessment (1-5)

Aiken V

Mean±SD

p

Single hop test

4.1±0.8

0.77

Triple hop test

4.1±0.9

0.77

Crossover hop test

4.1±0.7

0.77

Leap test

2.7±0.7

0.42

RM test

2.5±1.0

0.37

Hexagon test

2.8±0.9

0.45

CMJ

4.3±0.9

0.82

Cooper’s test

1.9±0.7

0.22

15´ test

2.2±0.9

0.30

Course navette

2.8±0.7

0.45

Probst test

3.6±0.8

0.65

Yo-Yo endurance test

3.8±0.6

0.70

Yo-Yo intermittent recovery

4.2±0.6

0.80

Multiple sprints test

3.9±0.6

0.72

Rockport walk test

1.5±0.9

0.12

Shuttle run 10 m

3.6±0.7

0.65

Shuttle run 8¥5 m

4.1±0.8

0.77

Illinois test

3.3±0.9

0.57

Barrow test (Zig-zag run test)

4.1±0.6

0.77

T test

3.8±0.7

0.70

Single leg balance test

3.6±0.8

0.65

Romberg test

2.2±1.0

0.30

Star excursion balance test

4.0±0.7

0.75

Y balance test

4.1±0.7

0.77

Four square test

2.8±0.7

0.45
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<0.8 the competence level is medium and if K <0.5 the
competence level is low.
Next, once the evaluations were obtained which
were carried out on the proposed battery tests, the
Aiken V test[35] was used to determine the agreement
between the experts and the validity of the contents.
Finally, descriptive analysis (mean and standard
deviation) and internal consistency (Cronbach
alpha) were performed using the IBM SPSS version
22.0 statistical package (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA).

RESULTS
Quantitative evaluation
The competency coefficient obtained by the experts
group was found to be high (0.84 K). Having calculated
the descriptions for each test and their agreement level
between the judges (Aiken V) (Table 2), the tests with
an average evaluation above 4 and an Aiken V >0.75
were selected.
The Single hop test, Triple hop test, Crossover hop
test, CMJ, Yo-Yo intermittent recovery, Shuttle run
8¥5 m, Barrow test, Star excursion balance test and
the Y balance test were the tests selected due to their
higher evaluations.
The tests which had a history of lower use by the
professional staff from the Spanish Football first and
second Divisions were the Leap test and the Rockport
walk where 56.2% of the experts had never used them
and the Romberg test and the Four square test with
37.5%.
The Cronbach alpha value for the estimate of the
reliability of the final proposal was 0.72.
Qualitative evaluation
Despite failing to obtain sufficient support to be
included in the presented battery, the following tests
were suggested by several experts to be considered
in the overall evaluation: Drop jump test or the
effort character for strength, the Bucheit test 30:15
for endurance and the Functional Movement Screen
(FMS).[3]
The lack of consensus to include several additional
tests among the initially selected ones indicated that
the second round of evaluation included in the steps
followed by the Delphi method were unnecessary.
In relation to the supplied general observations
section, we highlight the recommendations related to
the use of one test or another based on the type and
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location of the injury, as well as the importance of
evaluating not only the level achieved in the test, but
also the functional pattern used.

DISCUSSION
Due to the complex nature of the sports injury and
its recovery,[36] a decision such as RTP cannot adopt
a “black or white” paradigm.[37] Therefore, today, it is
more difficult to make a decision than 20 or 30 years
ago, when the sports context was less competitive,
the multi-factor connotations of the injury were not
taken into account and the literature provided lists of
medical and functional factors categorized in absolute
and relative terms for the sports practice.[38]
The main objective of the present study was to
evaluate the opinion of experts on the use of FPTs
in the RTP process in professional football players.
Based on the knowledge of the authors, this is the
first Delphi work that determines the best FPTs that
can guide trainers and health care professionals to
decide the optimum time and situation for RTP. It is
difficult to recruit and retain participants in Delphi
studies conducted in sports, possibly due to the high
competing interests and unwillingness to disclose
details of their own internal protocols.[39] Recently, the
Delphi technique has been used in English professional
teams to determine the best RTP criteria in hamstring
muscle injury.
The strength of the consensus reached in this
study was reflected by the remarkable high agreement
between the selected experts. A list of nine FPTs was
defined as the most appropriate to determine the
optimal functional predisposition of a player in the
recovery from an injury. This number reflects the
complexity of RTP.[36]
There is no experience in which the FPTs selected
by the experts group were used with injured football
players in a simultaneous way. We verify that the use
of these tests in an isolated way, combined with other
tests or with different aims, frequently appear in
several studies.[11]
Thus, in reference to the best evaluated strength
tests, we confirmed how the CMJ was presented as
a reliable test, with easy implementation and low
fatigue,[40] on the other hand, due to their unilateral
and measurement capacity and minimal required
equipment, the Single hop, Triple hop and Crossover
hop tests have been included in multiple studies about
injured athletes.[15,41]
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In relation to the endurance tests and capacity to
repeat efforts and recover among the same tests, it was
found that a poor physical condition level in this aspect,
at least in reference to muscular and tendon injuries, is
a potential injury risk factor.[42] The Yo-Yo intermittent
recovery due to its extensively generalized use and its
sensitivity to detect changes in the performance,[43] is a
useful and valid test for our objective.

•

•

With regards to the evaluation of the athleteʹs
capacity to quickly change direction (Agility/
Speed), despite being a critical component of the
performance,[44,45] there is no frequency of significant
use, perhaps due to the existence of numerous tests for
this capacity, which serve us as reference.
Specifically for this study and this capacity, the
best options evaluated by the experts were the 5 m
Shuttle run sprint test and the Barrow test. The first
test was recommended by Chaouachi et al.[46] and
was demonstrated as valid by[47] while the second
test has presented the recommended and optimum
psychometric values which encourage its use.[48]
Finally, in relation to posture control, we verified
that this skill was evaluated as relevant to reduce the
risk of injury and its relapse.[49,50] The use of tests such
as the Star excursion balance test[31] and its variation,
the Y balance test,[32] due to their simplicity, low cost
and good psychometric properties,[31,51] is more than
justified.
The appraisal of the literature supporting the validity
of each FPT is beyond the scope of this work. In general,
the measurement properties of FPT and their utility for
RTP are either poor or have never been investigated
so future research should evaluate this validity to
standardize functional capacity assessment.[36]
Limitations and practical implications
•

•

The selection of a group of experts was carried
out based on the subjective criteria of the
coordinator group (knowledge of the performed
work) and objectives (performance in one of
the main categories of the Spanish professional
football league). It would be interesting to
increase the number and requirement level of
the objective arguments used.
Although a minimum of 10 experts is
recommended for the studies with the Delphi
method, it would be recommendable to increase
their number to prevent abandonments due
to the long-term methodological process and
increase the robustness of the obtained data.

•

Although the initial tests selection was based on
the review of the prior literature, it is probable
that some relevant test was not mentioned
since it was not known by the experts. We
recommend new reviews, supported on this
study, which explore this potential lack at a
more in-depth level.
At the time of using a test with an injured athlete,
the type of injury, the sports modality, and the
injury's severity are variables which condition
the selection of one test or another. In this study,
we have treated the injury in a generic way
without considering these variables which may
have conditioned the evaluations of the tests. We
propose creating batteries of tests adapted to the
type of injury and the sports modality.
The proposal presented here is framed within
a context of limited resources, thus, the
replication of this experience focusing it on
teams with greater material resources would be
an interesting alternative.

In conclusion, we highlight that the absence
of similar experiences which aim to specify the
most useful tests when evaluating the last phase
of an injured football player and demonstrate the
originality of this study by establishing an interesting
starting point to be taken into account in future
investigations.
The FPTs most suitable for use with an injured
football player in his final week of rehabilitation
prior to the return to his group practice, based on the
opinions of the 16 expert fitness coaches and rehab
fitness coaches who work in the Spanish Football first
and second Divisions, are the CMJ, Single hop test,
Triple hop test and Crossover hop test for strength, the
Yo-Yo intermittent recovery for endurance, the Barrow
test and the Shuttle run 8¥5 m for agility/speed and the
Star excursion balance test and the Y balance test for
the posture control.
The consensus achieved in this study should
encourage the professionals in this field to contribute
reference data for these tests in their different contexts
to accordingly establish comparisons by ages, levels
or demarcations and hence, evaluate and compare
the degree of functional achievement reached by the
injured person not only in relation to their previous
status, but also in relation to a similar collective.
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